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Option Code Description

Kobra
DCS-500 99.948

Complete dust collection system to 
provide dust free padding mats for 
clean packagings

Model Article 
Code

Shred 
Type mm

Cardboard
Capacity

Kobra
FLEXPACK 99.947 5 x 100 Up to 3 layers

Continuous
Duty motor

Cardboard Capacity
up to 3 layers

Padding mats from corrugated 
cardboards

Touch Screen Panel Adjustable cushioning volume of hard 
and strong carton

Throat
427 mm

KOBRA FLEXPACK
Cardboard PaCkaging Shredder

 ■ Kobra Flexpack can process up to 3 layers of cardboard 
(depending on the thickness) into padding mats from corrugated 
cardboards or into compressed filling material for secure deliveries 
of difficult to pack and/or heavy items.

 ■ The cushioning volume of the output is adjustable through a 
specifically designed tension system. 

 ■ Kobra Flexpack has an adjustable working width with scale 
enabling the user to optimize the measure of the packaging 
material. Moreover, it has a large and convenient support table 
ensuring easy operation. 

 ■ Kobra Flexpack carries the latest Touch Screen Technology, the 
most technologically advanced on the market today. It utilizes 
a remarkable touch screen keypad where functions are activated 
by simply touching the panel. Flexpack also shows an LED load 
meter indicating the work load on the machine. 

 ■ The Kobra Flexpack is equipped with an hour meter to help keep 
records of scheduled cleaning- maintenance and usage time 
intervals. This standard feature also helps with filter replacement 
schedule on machines equipped with the optional DCS-500 
system.

 ■ The unit produces very low noise level on a 24-hour continuous 
duty operation and carries a very high-efficiency motor that can 
save considerable electrical energy cost. 

 ■ It stands out for its sturdy and robust Kobra power unit and for 
its Kobra high carbon grade steel cutting knives. It plugs into a 
standard 230 volt outlet. 

 ■ Kobra Flexback is a stand-alone/free standing unit equipped with 
an emergency off switch for user safety. 

 ■ It is easy to move and is equipped with castors and parking brake.

Eco-friendly Recycling 
Shredder

Kobra Flexpack transforms used cardboard Kobra Flexpack transforms used cardboard 
boxes into padded filling material and padding boxes into padded filling material and padding 
mats either as a packing/cushioning material mats either as a packing/cushioning material 
or as a filling material. or as a filling material. 
Flexpack simultaneously cuts and perforates cardboard and 
creates high-quality packaging material. This will help save 
cost, time and protects the environment. 

Dimensions
70x51x117 cm

OPTION: DCS-500 complete dust 
collection system to provide dust 
free padding mats


